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One of the cryptography classifications is asymmetric cryptography, which
uses two different keys to encrypt and decrypt the message. This paper
discusses a review of RSA scheme of asymmetric cryptography techniques.
It is trying to present the domains of RSA scheme used including in public
network, wireless sensor network, image encryption, cloud computing, proxy
signature, Internet of Things and embedded device, based on the perspective
of researchers‟ effort in the last decade. Other than that, this paper reviewed
the trends and the performance metrics of RSA scheme such as security,
speed, efficiency, computational complexity and space based on the number
of researches done. Finally, the technique and strengths of the proposed
scheme are also stated in this paper.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Data security is a main concern in communication to ensure the data is transfer securely from sender
to receiver through communication media. One of the techniques used in data security is cryptography. This
is done by changing the original message to the unreadable form before data transmission through public
network. The data is secured if the third party could not understand the original message. The process of
changing the original message or plaintext to an unreadable form or cipher text is called encryption, while the
backward process of it is called decryption. According to Mushtaque et al. [1] cryptography can be described
as a practice to keep the data secure from the illegal users. The point of cryptography is to ensure data is send
in a secure environment over network by encrypting the data to an unreadable form [2]. Other than that, in
cryptography, keys are used to ensure the confidentiality of data. Only the authorized person which has the
authority to use the key can encrypt and decrypt the message.
Basically, cryptography is classified into symmetric and asymmetric cryptography. The symmetric
cryptography mechanism involves with only a key. This key will be used by the sender and receiver in data
communication to encrypt and decrypt message respectively. One of the advantages of symmetric
cryptography is relatively fast due to only one key involves in the data communication. However, because of
this technique uses only one single key, the message is not safe if the key is seen by the unauthorized users.
Thus, it will be easy for them to decrypt the message illegally. Hence, in order to solve the problem in
symmetric cryptography, the asymmetric cryptography was initiated. The asymmetric cryptography
mechanism involves with two different keys which are known as public and private key [3]. The public key
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can be shared among the senders to encrypt whereas the private key is used to decrypt the ciphertext and kept
secret to the authorized receiver only. As long as the private key is kept secret, it is said to be secured [4].
Normally, in asymmetric cryptography, the public key is used to encrypt the original plaintext while the
private key is used to decrypt the unreadable text. Other than that, in asymmetric cryptography, many
schemes were introduced to perform the encryption and decryption process for data communication such as
Diffie-Hellman, RSA, McEliece, Goldwasser-Micali, and ElGamal.
On the other hand, those introduced schemes can be classified in different cryptography algorithms
based on the technique used. The cryptography algorithms include discrete logarithm, integer factorization,
coding theory and elliptic curve. Schemes are normally categorized to theory-based, lattices-based and codesbased [5]. RSA scheme [6] is one of the asymmetric cryptography scheme which is categorized under integer
factorization algorithm. The scheme is depends on a two prime number factoring technique. The strength and
security of this scheme depends on the complexity of factoring the prime numbers. In order to increase the
strength including the speed in encryption and decryption of the schemes, early researchers have improved
the initial scheme by rising the number of private keys [7], by utilizing two public keys [8], three prime
numbers [9], four prime numbers [10], and „n‟ prime numbers rather than two [11-13].However, as the size
of the key increases, it will take more time for larger files [10, 14].
The previous literature has shown an important contribution to RSA scheme since it was created.
The performance metrics, domains and techniques are studied to perceive the trends and the research patterns
of RSA scheme in earlier studies within last decade. The continuing sections of this paper is organized with
section 2 that presents the overview of RSA scheme, section 3 demonstrates the findings gained from the
earlier studies, and discussions related to the techniques, the domains and the performance metrics of RSA
scheme between earlier researchers. Finally, section 4 will conclude the research contribution in this paper.

2.

OVERVIEW OF RSA SCHEME
RSA scheme was introduced in 1978 which uses the factoring technique of two prime numbers [6].
The RSA scheme uses asymmetric cryptography system that involves two types of key; public and private
key for the encryption and decryption processes respectively. The public key is placed in a public file, and
the decryption procedure is kept secret by the user. In order to encrypt the plaintext, a pair of positive
integers is generated. In the same way, to decrypt the cipher text, a pair of positive integers is then generated.
These prime numbers are very large and the factorization of it will be hidden from others. However, by using
RSA scheme, the original message can easily be accessed by knowing the transmission of the public key if
there is no difficulty involved in the data transmission [10].
Other than that, in order to increase the security of the RSA scheme, [11] also modified the RSA
scheme based on „n‟ prime numbers is modified. It was proposed to provide higher data security being sent
over public network where „n‟ prime numbers are difficult to decompose and not easily breakable [12].
Hence, [15] the two prime numbers can be modified to have four prime numbers to increase the complexity
of the existing RSA scheme. RSA method assured confidentiality, integrity, authenticity, and nonreputability. The RSA security relies on the computational power to factor the prime numbers. Thus, it is
hard to break the RSA scheme as long as it is complicated to factor the integers [16]. Therefore, the most
important thing is the proficiency in producing large prime numbers [17].
A modified scheme that based on RSA was proposed, which utilized four prime numbers, together
with two public keys for encryption and used a private key for decryption [18]. Thus, this scheme is efficient
and robust. Moreover, these two public keys are sent at different time. On the other hand, [19] another
scheme was proposed which utilizing four prime numbers. Rather than sending a public key, this proposed
scheme sends two public keys to the receiver. Moreover, the analysis of the algorithm becomes more
complicated as it uses four prime numbers and two cipher texts for each message. Hence, resulting an
increase in the security. However, the speed of RSA decryption is affected, making the chinese remainder
theorem (CRT) use it to enhance the speed. Moreover, [20] modified RSA is also proposed which is
combined with Montgomery multiplication and chinese remainder theorem (CRT). Although the scheme‟s
execution time is faster, it is not fit for embedded device due to a large key size. Besides, the implementation
of RSA encryption with chinese remainder theorem (CRT) which conceal multiple plaintexts in one
ciphertext was also introduced [21]. Nevertheless, this scheme speeds up the decryption process of RSA.
Khairnar and Kadam proposed a technique that implements RSA scheme using key pairs and
Euclidean algorithm to make it more secure [14]. Moreover, it avoids mathematical and brute force attacks.
However, when using this proposed scheme, the key size increased from 512 bit to 1024 bit. Therefore, it
spends more time for a larger file and only a single file can be encrypted and transmitted. Other than that, in
order to strengthen the RSA scheme, it was modified by implementing several public and private keys [22]. The
proposed scheme is depending on the key length as well as on several public and private keys to decrypt the
message. On the other hand, the RSA algorithm works by adding some complexity to the three keys [23].
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The proposed scheme had increased the security and complexity of the algorithm's speed while maintaining
encryption and decryption time. Besides, a secured cryptography mechanism was modified by using multiple
encryption which prevents the system from the attacks [24].
On the other hand, a different approach for image encryption was introduced [25]. This approach
encrypts the image matrix using three large prime numbers. The benefit of this scheme is it is safe against
attacks in the image transmission process. Furthermore, data is not lost in the image decryption process.
Besides, the decrypted image is totally different from the original image. Other than that, a cryptography
using RSA algorithm to encrypt images by HEX function was also proposed to generate a ciphered image
text [26, 27]. This proposed scheme is suitable for secured transmission of images over the Internet. The RSA
scheme used was modified for both numeric and images for biometrics. Biometrics will extract the
characteristics and then encrypt it using hyper image encryption algorithm [28] to be stored in a database.
This scheme had improved the recognition accuracy, thus improved security.

3.

RSA SCHEME DOMAIN
This section shows the research pattern of the RSA scheme domain. It also discusses the domains,
performance metrics and techniques of RSA scheme which demonstrate the most focused area of RSA
scheme among researchers in last decade. There are many researchers‟ works that have contributed in RSA
scheme based on the number of the research. Figure 1 shows the pie chart of RSA domain focused by the
most researchers.

Figure 1. Percentage of RSA scheme‟s domain for the last decade

From the pie chart, it is clarified that most of the earlier researchers emphasised on public network
domain with 39.62%, followed by wireless sensor network (WSN) domain with 16.98%. Next domain is
image encryption which contributes about 11.32%. On the other hand, cloud computing and proxy signature
domain have shown the same effort by the researchers with only 11.32% each. However, Internet of Things
(IoT) and embedded device have shown the lowest percentage of the RSA domain focused by the researchers
with only 3.77% and 1.89% respectively. This is because RSA is not suitable for embedded device and IoT
which is space constraints since it has large key size [29].The main strength of RSA is security [30, 31]
which is suitable for public network and WSN to transmit the sensitive and private information [32] as shown
in Figure 2.
Figure 2 illustrates that security is the main attention of RSA [24-40], followed by efficiency [41-45]
and speed [20, 29]. However, due to large key size, RSA lack to focus the other performance evaluation used
including computational complexity, space, computational efficiency, cost and time complexity. Besides that,
based on the previous researches within the last decade, the RSA original techniques were improvised in
order to adopt the scheme into various applications as to maintain or enhance the security and speed of the
scheme. Table 1 shows the literature of the techniques applied on RSA scheme.
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Figure 2. Performance evaluation used for RSA scheme

Table 1. The summary of RSA techniques and strengths
Techniques
Use for prime of numbers, two public keys for
encryption and a private key for decryption
Use four prime numbers

Modify the RSA algorithm with N prime number
using K-Nearest algorithm

[12]

Modify the RSA cryptosystem by increasing the
number of private keys
Combine Montgomery multiplication, Chinese
remainder theorem (CRT) with RSA Scheme
RSA algorithm that uses Chinese remainder
theorem (CRT) with purposes of the concealing
multiple plaintexts in one chipper-text

[7]

Strength
More secure, Less vulnerable to Brute-Force Attack. The public
key is sent separately twice. High communication overload
Increased the complexity–highly secured, not easily breakable
The analysis of algorithm become more difficult
Strong security mechanism for data security by using multiple
encryptions
Faster than the original algorithm in encryption and decryption
process and generating public and privacy key
RSA depends not only on the key length to decrypt the
message. It also depends on several public and private keys
Increase the security complexity algorithms speed while
maintaining encryption and decryption time
In this algorithm encryption is done binary file it so can
applicable for any kind of data
Increased security
Provide more efficiency and readability
Not easy to decompose because it depends on prime numbers
Reduce the redundant messages occurred in RSA- can save
space
Gives the RSA cryptosystem a higher security

[20]

Execution time faster

[21]

The new algorithm can also take advantages of current methods
that speed up the decryption process of RSA

Use the encryption algorithm of RSA
cryptosystem with three larges prime numbers to
encrypt the corresponding matrix
Strengthen the RSA algorithm by using multiple
public and private keys
Work on the RSA algorithm by adding some
complexity three keys
Modify the RSA algorithm with N prime number

Authors
[18]
[15]
[18]
[24]
[9]
[21]
[23]
[13]
[11]

Based on the table, it can be stated that many techniques introduced by the earlier researchers in
order to enhance the security, efficiency and speed of the scheme. The technique is about modifying the
prime number as well as modifying the key. The larger the number of prime numbers and the larger the key,
the more complicated the scheme, thus it will increase the scheme security.

4.

CONCLUSION
This paper has presented and studied on several RSA schemes since last decade. Based on the
literature survey, it can be concluded that even the RSA schemes‟ weakness has a large key size, the strength
is security and it can be implemented on such applications that are based on the Internet technology. It also
shows that there are many efforts that have been proposed by previous researchers in the last decade.
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